The guideline will give an opportunity of quick understanding of reference writing according to APA 5th ed. You can find detailed information in the Publication Manual of the American Psychology Association.
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PROCEDINGS of MEETINGS AND SYMPOSIA

Published proceedings

**Capitalize the name of symposium

Unpublished contribution to a symposium

Poster session

----- If the proceeding is electronic, please look the title “electronic media”
**One author**


**In the text, this work is cited as (Cagiltay, 2006) or Cagiltay (2006) said that**

**Two authors**


**Three to six authors**


**If the article is not English, give the original title in brackets.**

**More than six authors**


**In the text, this work is cited as (Kilic et al., 2006)**

**Journal article in press**


**In the text, this work is cited as (Baran, Kilic, Bakar & Cagiltay, in press)**

----- If the article is electronic, please look the title “electronic media”
## BOOKS

### An entire book


** If the original version of the book is not English, give the original title and in brackets the English translation.

### Book, third edition


### Edited book


### Article or chapter in an edited book


** If the article is not English, give the original title and in brackets the English translation. Do not translate the name of the book.

## A BOOK OR ARTICLE WITH NO AUTHOR OR EDITOR NAMED

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION

Dissertations abstracted in Dissertation Abstracts International (DAI) and obtained from UMI


Doctoral dissertation abstracted in DAI and obtained from the university


** 51-417: the volume and page numbers of DAI

Unpublished doctoral dissertation


** If dissertation does not appear in DAI, use this format

Unpublished master’s thesis

REVIEW OF A BOOK


ELECTRONIC MEDIA


Article in an Internet only journal


Proceedings of meetings and symposia


**Paper presented at a symposium abstract retrieved from university web site**

TECHNICAL and RESEARCH REPORTS

Report from a university


Report available from Educational Research Information (ERIC)


** Some of the references in the guide were taken from Publication Manual of American Psychology Association (APA 5th ed.)**